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Overview

This report introduces the "Be A Hero Reading & Drama Enrichment Program," part of the
Innovative Cross-Media Learning Enrichment Program, developed in collaboration between
Kindness Matters, Inc. and Penguin Random House North Asia. Utilizing advanced technology,
the program creates adaptable educational materials tailored to the diverse needs and cultural
backgrounds of students in the Immigrant Family Services Institute (IFSI) program, focusing
especially on those from non-English speaking households, specifically addressing the needs of
IFSI students of Haitian heritage. The program's design is informed by socioemotional learning
principles, as outlined by the Harvard Graduate School of Education [1]. The report is structured
into four sections: (I) Introduction to the customization approach and background of the "Be A
Hero" program, (II) Enhancing Language Learning Through AI Technological Customization, (III)
Initial observations and outcomes, and (IV) Comprehensive Future Improvements and Research
& Development Directions.

1. Introduction
The "Be A Hero Reading & Drama Enrichment Program" uses state-of-the-art technology to
revolutionize the educational experience for IFSI students. By leveraging advanced algorithms,
we develop dynamic, personalized learning resources, including books and videos that adapt to
individual student profiles. This approach, focused on overcoming language barriers, aims to
create a more inclusive and engaging learning environment, as emphasized in the work of
Diane Tavenner in "Prepared: What Kids Need for a Fulfilled Life" [6].

This program is based on nonlinear narratives, providing an innovative way for students to
interact with reading and drama. It draws inspiration from the Cross-Media Projects at Harvard
(https://xmedia.gse.harvard.edu/cross-media-projects), which showcase the potential of
integrating various media forms into learning.



2. Enhancing Language Learning Through AI Technological
Customization

The Immigrant Family Services Institute (IFSI) caters to a diverse student population, many
facing language barriers due to limited exposure to English at home. Addressing these
challenges involves using cutting-edge technology to create customized learning materials, an
approach that aligns with the principles of creating a learning society as discussed by Joseph E.
Stiglitz and Bruce C. Greenwald in their work, "Creating a Learning Society: A New Approach to
Growth, Development, and Social Progress” [3].

A key component of our approach in addressing language barriers at the Immigrant Family
Services Institute (IFSI) is the creation of customized educational videos using advanced AI
technology.

Below are some of the notable projects:

Field of Dreams:
This documentary-style video tells the story of a young boy from a Haitian immigrant family who,
through his passion for American football, grows into a kind and strong leader within his
community. The film features no dialogue, instead utilizing a voiceover narrator to convey the
story. The use of sports as a medium not only engages students but also emphasizes values
like teamwork and perseverance.

Colors of Courage:
Similar in format to "Field of Dreams," this video focuses on a young girl from a Haitian
immigrant family who expresses her creativity and leadership through drawing. The film again
employs a voiceover narrator in place of dialogue, illustrating the journey of the protagonist as
she becomes a community leader. This story particularly resonates with students interested in
arts, highlighting the importance of creativity and self-expression.

Starlight Voyage:
Based on Steve Barlow’s "Alien Raid," this 2-minute short story is adapted to feature third-grade
Haitian boys and girls as the main characters. The film, devoid of dialogue, is narrated by a
voiceover, creating an engaging and accessible experience for young learners.

2.1 AI-Generated Video Creation Process

This process is multi-staged, ensuring that the end product is both educationally valuable and
engaging for students.



2.1.1 Script Creation with AI Language Models

The first stage involves script creation. Utilizing AI language models like ChatGPT, we generate
scripts that are not only age-appropriate and linguistically tailored to the students' proficiency
levels but also culturally sensitive and inclusive. These scripts are crafted after a careful
analysis of student profiles, ensuring that the content is relevant and resonant with their
experiences and backgrounds.

2.1.2 Integration with Video Generation Platforms

Once the script is ready, it is inputted into various AI-powered video creation platforms, including
Invideo AI, MidJourney AI, and Pika. Each platform contributes unique features to the video
creation process. Invideo AI specializes in transforming scripts into engaging visual narratives,
while MidJourney AI excels in generating detailed and realistic animations and environments.
Pika adds an interactive layer, allowing for a more dynamic viewing experience. The
combination of these technologies ensures that the videos are not only visually appealing but
also rich in narrative and interactivity, with visuals, animations, and voiceovers that align
seamlessly with the script's content and tone.

2.1.3 Customization and Personalization

Customization and personalization are at the heart of our video creation process. The AI
systems, particularly those from MidJourney AI and Pika, analyze each student's learning
profile, which includes their language proficiency, cultural background, and personal interests.
This comprehensive analysis informs the customization process. MidJourney AI's capabilities in
rendering lifelike characters and environments allow for the creation of videos that students can
easily relate to. Simultaneously, Pika's interactive features ensure the content is not just viewed
but interacted with, creating a more engaging learning experience. The synergy of these
platforms ensures that each video is thoughtfully tailored to individual students, enhancing both
educational impact and engagement.

2.1.4 Review and Refinement

Before the videos are introduced to the students, they undergo a thorough review process.
Educators and language experts assess the videos for pedagogical soundness, cultural
appropriateness, and engagement quality. Feedback from this review is used to make
refinements, ensuring that the videos meet our high educational standards.



2.1.5 Continuous Learning and Adaptation

The AI system is designed to learn and adapt over time. Based on student interactions and
feedback, the AI refines its script generation and video production methods, ensuring that the
content remains fresh, relevant, and increasingly effective in enhancing language learning.
By integrating AI in the creation of customized educational videos, we are not only overcoming
language barriers but also providing a stimulating and inclusive learning experience for the
diverse student population at IFSI. This innovative use of technology aligns with the principles of
creating a learning society, as discussed by Joseph E. Stiglitz and Bruce C. Greenwald [3], and
represents a significant step forward in educational technology.

3. Initial Observations and Outcomes

Initial feedback from students has been overwhelmingly positive. Many expressed excitement
and increased motivation in seeing themselves represented in the learning material.

The followings are some examples:

 1. Curiosity and Engagement: "I never liked reading much, but the video made the story come
alive! I was actually curious to see what happened next," said an 8-year-old student. This
reaction highlights how AI technology can ignite interest in students who are otherwise
disengaged from traditional learning methods.
 
 2. Increased Confidence: A 10-year-old student noted, "Seeing myself as the hero of the story
made me feel like I can do anything. It made learning new words much easier." This comment
reflects the confidence boost that personalized content can provide, particularly in learning new
languages or concepts.
 
 3. Cultural Connection: "The video included a festival from my country, and I was so happy to
see it. I shared it with my friends, and they loved learning about my culture," shared a 9-year-old
student. This reaction demonstrates the program's success in incorporating diverse cultural
elements, promoting inclusivity and mutual understanding among students.
 
 4. Empathy and Understanding: "There was a scene where I helped a friend in the story. It
made me think about being kinder in real life," remarked an 11-year-old student. This feedback
underscores the program's potential in fostering socioemotional skills like empathy and
kindness.
 
 5. Concerns Over Realism: A student expressed mixed feelings: "It was cool to see myself in
the video, but sometimes, it felt a bit too real, like everyone was watching me." This reaction
points to the need for balance in the realism of the AI-generated content, ensuring comfort for all
students.



 
 6. Desire for More Involvement: "I wish I could choose what happens in the story. It would be fun
to decide what my character does," suggested a 12-year-old. This indicates an interest in more
interactive and participatory elements within the AI-enhanced learning materials.
 
 7. Surprise and Delight: "I was surprised when I saw myself in the video. It was like magic! I
couldn't wait to show my parents," exclaimed a 7-year-old student, capturing the sense of
wonder and excitement that such technology can evoke in younger learners.

4. Comprehensive Future Improvements and Research &
Development Directions

As we continue to develop the "Be A Hero Reading & Drama Enrichment Program," our focus
spans both immediate enhancements and extensive research and development. These efforts
aim to continuously refine and extend the program's effectiveness, inclusivity, and impact on a
broad range of students. Our integrated strategies and future directions include:

1. Refining Customization Algorithms: Improving AI algorithms for more effective adaptation of
learning materials, ensuring a universally positive and comfortable experience for each student.

2. Expanding Interactive Features: Incorporating advanced elements like VR and AR, and
integrating emotional intelligence in AI for more empathetic learning experiences.

3. Developing Robust Feedback Mechanisms: Establishing comprehensive systems for
feedback from students, teachers, and parents to continuously refine the program.

4. Enhancing Language and Cultural Content: Regularly updating content to reflect the diversity
of the student population, in line with the principles of creating a learning society as discussed
by Stiglitz and Greenwald [3].

5. Enhancing Teacher Training and Support: Providing extensive training and support to
educators, aligning with hands-on learning principles at the Roxbury Latin School [4].

6. Promoting Cultural Exchange Initiatives: Initiating programs like virtual meet-ups or pen-pal
arrangements, in alignment with the ethos of cross-media learning at Harvard's Cross-Media
Projects (https://xmedia.gse.harvard.edu/cross-media-projects).

7. Conducting Longitudinal and Comprehensive Studies: Evaluating the long-term impact on
language skills, academic performance, socioemotional development, and emotional impact of
AI-enhanced videos on students.



8. Exploring and Innovating with Adaptive Learning Technologies: Investigating new
technologies for further personalization, inspired by the work of Oommen and Hashem [5].

9. Ensuring Scalability and Accessibility: Researching ways to make the program more
accessible and scalable, suitable for diverse learning environments across different regions.

10. Integrating with Mainstream Curriculum and Educational Systems: Exploring ways to
integrate this approach into mainstream curricula, working closely with educational authorities.

11. Developing Richer Content Libraries through Partnerships: Establishing collaborations with
cultural institutions, authors, and educators to develop a diverse content library.

12. Focusing on Ethical AI Use and Data Privacy: Prioritizing ethical AI use and data privacy,
ensuring adherence to the highest standards of data protection and ethical practices.

13. Tailoring Solutions for Diverse and Special Educational Needs: Expanding the program to
include customized solutions for students with unique challenges, ensuring inclusivity and
accessibility for all learners.

14. Exploring New Domains and Subjects: Extending the program's scope to include key
educational domains such as mathematics, science, and social studies.

15. Building a Global Educational Network: Creating a network of educational institutions and
organizations for knowledge exchange and collaboration.

By pursuing these integrated strategies and research directions, we aim to continuously evolve
the "Be A Hero Reading & Drama Enrichment Program," establishing it as a pioneering and
impactful educational tool globally. Our commitment is to leverage technology to overcome
educational barriers, foster inclusivity, and provide high-quality, personalized learning
experiences for students from diverse backgrounds.
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